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Accountable Executive: Means a single, identifiable person who has ultimate
responsibility for carrying out the safety management system of a public transportation
agency; responsibility for carrying out transit asset management practices; and control or
direction over the human and capital resources needed to develop and maintain both the
agency’s public transportation agency safety plan, in accordance with 49 U.S.C. 5329(d), and
the agency’s transit asset management plan in accordance with 49 U.S.C. 5326.
Asset Category: Means a grouping of asset classes, including a grouping of equipment, a
grouping of rolling stock, a grouping of infrastructure, and a grouping of facilities.
Asset Class: Means a subgroup of capital assets within an asset category. For example,
buses, trolleys, and cutaway vans are all asset classes within the rolling stock asset
category.
Asset Inventory: Means a register of capital assets, and information about those assets.
Capital Asset: Means a unit of rolling stock, a facility, a unit of equipment, or an element of
infrastructure used for providing public transportation.
Decision Support Tool: Means an analytic process or methodology: (1) To help prioritize
projects to improve and maintain the state of good repair of capital assets within a public
transportation system, based on available condition data and objective criteria; or (2) To
assess financial needs for asset investments over time.
Direct Recipient: Means an entity that receives Federal financial assistance directly from
the Federal Transit Administration.
Equipment: Means an article of nonexpendable, tangible property having a useful life of at
least one year.
Exclusive-Use Maintenance Facility: Means a maintenance facility that is not commercial
and either owned by a transit provider or used for servicing their vehicles.
Facility: Means a building or structure that is used in the support of public transportation.
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FTA/NTD TAM Target: means the percentage of vehicles that have met or exceeded their
useful life benchmark
Full Level of Performance: Means the objective standard established by FTA for
determining whether a capital asset is in a state of good repair.
Horizon Period: Means the fixed period within which a transit provider will evaluate the
performance of its TAM Plan. FTA standard horizon period is four years.
Implementation Strategy: Means a transit provider’s approach to carrying out TAM
practices, including establishing a schedule, accountabilities, tasks, dependencies, and roles
and responsibilities.
Investment Prioritization: Means a transit provider’s ranking of capital projects or
programs to achieve or maintain a state of good repair. An investment prioritization is
based on financial resources from all sources that a transit provider reasonably anticipates
will be available over the TAM Plan horizon period.
Key Asset Management Activities: Means a list of activities that a transit provider
determines are critical to achieving its TAM goals.
Participant: Means a Tier II provider that participates in a group TAM Plan.
Performance Measure: Means an expression based on a quantifiable indicator of
performance or condition that is used to establish targets and to assess progress toward
meeting the established targets
Performance Target: Means a quantifiable level of performance or condition, expressed as
a value for the measure, to be achieved within a time period required by the Federal
Transit Administration (FTA).
Public Transportation System: Means the entirety of a transit provider’s operations,
including the services provided through contractors.
Recipient: Means an entity that receives Federal financial assistance under 49 U.S.C.
Chapter 53, either directly from FTA or as a subrecipient.
Replacement Criticality Scale: Means the value on the TDOT Replacement Criticality Scale
for how critical a vehicle is for an agency’s operations. This value is calculated by
multiplying how often an agency uses a specific asset multiplied by its respective TDOT
TAM Score (Index X TAM Score), and is used as an additional factor in helping agencies and
TDOT determine replacement vehicle priorities.
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Rolling Stock: Means a revenue vehicle used in providing public transportation, including
vehicles used for carrying passengers on fare-free services.
Service Vehicle: Means a unit of equipment that is used primarily either to support
maintenance and repair work for a public transportation system or for delivery of
materials, equipment, or tools.
State of Good Repair (SGR): Means the condition in which a capital asset is able to operate
at a full level of performance.
Subrecipient: Means an entity that receives Federal transit grant funds indirectly through a
State or a direct recipient.
TDOT TAM Score: the combined average of a vehicle’s agency submitted conditioning,
useful life, and mileage. These values are based on scales of 1-5 with the lower number
representing a greater need and/or age.
TDOT TAM Target: Means the percentage of vehicles that have an average combined TAM
score of “3” or less
TERM Scale: Means the five (5) category rating system used in the Federal Transit
Administration’s Transit Economic Requirements Model (TERM) to describe the condition of
an asset: 5.0—Excellent, 4.0—Good; 3.0— Adequate, 2.0—Marginal, and 1.0—Poor.
Tier II Provider: Means a recipient that owns, operates, or manages (1) one hundred (100)
or fewer vehicles in revenue service during peak regular service across all non-rail fixed
route modes or in any one non-fixed route mode, (2) a subrecipient under the 5311 Rural
Area Formula Program, (3) or any American Indian tribe.
Transit Asset Management (TAM): Means the strategic and systematic practice of
procuring, operating, inspecting, maintaining, rehabilitating, and replacing transit capital
assets to manage their performance, risks, and costs over their life cycles, for the purpose
of providing safe, cost-effective, and reliable public transportation.
Transit Asset Management (TAM) Plan: Means a plan that includes an inventory of capital
assets, a condition assessment of inventoried assets, a decision support tool, and a
prioritization of investments.
Transit Provider (provider): Means a recipient or subrecipient of Federal financial
assistance under 49 U.S.C. Chapter 53 that owns, operates, or manages capital assets used
in providing public transportation.
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Useful life: Means the minimal acceptable period of use in service determined by FTA.
Useful life benchmark (ULB): Means the acceptable period of use in service for a capital
asset, as determined by the default benchmark provided by FTA.
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Transit Asset Management (TAM) is a business model that prioritizes
funding based on the condition of transit assets in order to achieve or
maintain transit networks in a State of Good Repair (SGR).
In 2012, in order to address the capital needs of public transit systems
across the country, the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP21) legislation mandated the creation of a TAM system to be implemented by
the Federal Transit Administration (FTA). On July 26, 2016, the FTA published
requirements that became effective October 1, 2016 which would establish
‘‘a strategic and systematic process of operating, maintaining, and improving
public transportation capital assets effectively through the life cycle of such
assets.’’ 49 U.S.C. 5326(a)(3). These requirements state that each agency must
develop a Transit Asset Management (TAM) Plan it if owns, operates or
manages capital assets used to provide public transportation and receives
federal financial assistance under 49 U.S.C. Chapter 53 as a recipient or
subrecipient.

As the State Department of Transportation that serves as the administrator and
recipient of FTA funds, the Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT)
opted to sponsor a Group Transit Asset Management (TAM) Plan for their Tier II
subrecipient agencies that receive Section 5311 Rural Area Formula Program
funding. All eleven of TDOT’s rural providers qualify as Tier II operators and are
part of the TDOT Group TAM Plan as described in Section 1.2.
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This Group TAM Plan covers eleven rural transit systems in Tennessee. Nine
transit providers (eight human resource agencies and one developmental
district) cover regional rural transportation needs in 94 of 95 counties in the
state and two locally operated rural transit providers (Gatlinburg and Pigeon
Forge) that operate in the tourist areas of Sevier County. The 11 agencies
combined provide demand response, flex route, and fixed route services.

The Group Transit Asset Management (TAM) Plan will fulfill the requirements of
the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) Final Rule, Volume 81, No. 143, on
Transit Asset Management. The rule encompasses a state of good repair and the
data collection, prioritization, and data delivery to the National Transit Database
(NTD).
A Tier II Group TAM Plan includes four (4) elements of the Final Rule as follows:
Inventory of Capital Assets: An inventory of the number and type of capital assets
to include: rolling stock, facilities, and equipment - 49CFR§625.25 (b)(1)
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Condition Assessment: A condition assessment of those inventoried assets for
which the transit provider has direct ownership and/or capital responsibilities 49CFR§625.25 (b)(2)
Decision Support Tools: A description of the analytical processes and decision
support tools that the Authority uses to estimate capital investment needs over
time, and develops its investment prioritization - 49CFR§625.25 (b)(3)
Investment

Prioritization:

The

list

of

project-based

prioritization

of

investments. - 49CFR§625.25 (b)(4)
The implementation deadline for the TAM Plan to become effective is October 1,
2018. The TAM Plan must cover a horizon period and be updated in its entirety at
least four years. The Plan can be amended as needed, or when there is a
significant change to the asset inventory, condition assessment or investment
prioritization.
In addition to the TAM Plan, the TAM Final Rule requires the submission of two
additional reports to the FTA’s National Transit Database (NTD) with the annual
reporting package.
The Data Report should describe the condition of the transportation system
currently and the SGR performance targets for the upcoming year
The Narrative Report, which will be required beginning in FFY 2019, should
describe the changes in the transportation system condition and report
progress on meeting the performance targets from the prior year, and
describe any revisions to the established goals.
Each transit provider must designate an Accountable Executive to ensure
appropriate resources for implementing the agency’s TAM Plan. The Accountable
Executive of each participating agency is expected to approve the Plan and is
ultimately responsible for implementation of the Plan at the participant agency.
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Each agency is required to establish annual State of Good Repair (SGR)
performance measures and targets for each asset category. As the group
sponsor, TDOT has established statewide targets. Participating agencies may
develop more restrictive targets. TDOT will report on the statewide targets for
SGR measures in the following asset categories:
Rolling Stock (revenue vehicles): Percent of vehicles that have either met
or exceeded their Useful Life Benchmark (ULB). Condition ratings for
vehicles are expressed in terms of the percentage of assets that are at or
beyond the ULB -based on FTA Circular 9030.1D, paragraph 4a.
Equipment (including non-revenue service vehicles): Percent of assets
that have either met or exceeded their ULB.
Facilities: Percent of facilities rated below condition 3 on the FTA TERM
scale shown in Table 1.
Table 1: TERM Scale
No visible defects, new or near new condition

5

Excellent

4

Good

3

Adequate

Moderately deteriorated or defective; but has not exceeded useful life

2

Marginal

Defective or deteriorated in need of replacement; exceeded useful life

1

Poor

Critically damaged or in need of immediate repair; well past useful life

May still be under warranty (if applicable)
Good condition, but no longer new,
may be slightly defective or deteriorated, but is overall functional
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TDOT established the following SGR targets for rolling stock and equipment (i.e. nonrevenue service vehicles) effective July 1, 2021 and submitted them to the FTA as part of the
required NTD reporting cycle. Established targets are provided to each participating
agency, TDOT’s Office of Community Transportation, Metropolitan Planning Organizations,
and Rural Planning Organizations. Each participating agency is responsible for providing
targets these organizations if different targets are being used on an individual basis.

Table 2: FTA/NTD & TDOT Sponsored Plan State of Good Repair Targets
Rolling Stock

TDOT utilizes the FTA default ULB for revenue vehicle targets. FTA/NTD State of Good
Repair targets are based only on vehicles that have met or exceeded the useful life
benchmark for their vehicle type. The State of Good Repair targets used for the TAM Plan
are for vehicles with an overall average TDOT TAM Score of “3” or less. Both sets of targets
represent that no more than the listed percentages will meet these criteria

Vehicle Type
Automobile (AO)
Bus (BU)
Cutaway Bus (CU)
Minivan (MV)
Other Rubber Tire (OR)
Van (VN)

Useful Life
Benchmark

FTA/NTD
Targets

TDOT TAM
Score Target

8
14
10
8
14
8

50 %
15 %
10 %
30 %
0%
25 %

50 %
15 %
20 %
35 %
0%
35 %

Equipment (Non-Revenue Service Vehicles)

TDOT utilizes the FTA default ULB for non–revenue service vehicles performance targets.
Vehicle Type
Automobile
Trucks/Other Rubber Tire

Useful Life
Benchmark

FTA/NTD
Targets

TDOT TAM
Score Target

8

25 %

25 %

14

30 %

25 %

Facilities
TDOT utilizes the FTA TERM scale for facility conditioning targets.
Facility Type
Administrative/Maintenance
Passenger/Parking

FTA TERM
RATING
3
3
13

FTA/NTD
Targets

TDOT TAM
Score Target

25%

25%

25%

25%

The TAM final rule requires the transit provider to assess all assets for which they
have direct or partial capital responsibility, including those that are owned by a
different public agency or private entity. The three categories of assets included are
rolling stock, equipment, and facilities. The TAM Plan is to have an inventory of all
capital assets in each category that the transit provider owns, operates, or
manages.

For the purposes of this Plan, rolling stock is considered to be revenue service
vehicles used for the transport of passengers. As part of the data collection
process, participating agencies submitted the following information through a
combination of capital asset forms and Excel spreadsheets to be consistent with
internal perpetual inventory and National Transit Database (NTD) reporting
requirements.
Table 3: Data Inventory
Asset Type
RVI Code
Model Description
Vehicle Identification Number (VIN)
Make/Manufacturer
Manufacturer Year
Tag Number
ADA Vehicle
Agency Assigned Vehicle Number
Current Status
Total Item Cost
Beginning Active Service Date
Purchased Condition
Depreciation Method
Yearly Depreciation Amount

Type of Usage
Anticipated Disposal Date
2021 Condition
2021 Odometer Reading
Dedicated Fleet
Fuel Type
Other Fuel Type
Dual Fuel Type
Vehicle Length
Seating Capacity
NTD Funding Type
Ownership Type
Supports Another Mode/TOS
Emergency Contingency Vehicles
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Table 4 depicts the total rolling stock vehicles by asset type for each transit
provider. Asset types are prescribed by the FTA in NTD reporting. There are a total
of 1,047 revenue rolling stock assets that are inventoried, conditioned and
reported. Table 5 provides the total of each revenue asset type included in the
Group TAM Plan. Appendix A provides the inventory of revenue vehicles and
equipment (non-revenue vehicles). Appendix D gives a visual breakdown of each
participating agency’s complete rolling stock and equipment inventory in relation to
the established SGR goals.
Table 4: Rolling Stock Assets by Transit Provider
CU
DHRA
MV
VN
Subtotal

9
11
35
55

MCHRA

NWTHRA
CU
VN
Subtotal

ETHRA

106
17
123
PFMT

MV
VN
Subtotal

FTHRA

GMTS

BU
Subtotal

35
69
104
23
23

MV
VN
Subtotal

23
101
124

VN
Subtotal

84
84

BU
CU
OR
Subtotal

35
7
10
52

SCTDD

BU
MV
VN
Subtotal

AO
SETHRA
CU
MV
Subtotal

10
96
4
110

SWHRA

CU
VN
Subtotal

27
32
59

CU
VN
Subtotal

27
94
121

UCHRA

13
14
165
192

Total Rolling Stock:

Table 5: Rolling Stock Assets by Asset Type
AO
BU

10
71

CU
MV

272
87

15

OR
VN

10
597

1047

Non-revenue service vehicles used for transportation purposes (e.g. supervisor
vehicles) are included as equipment. Equipment with an acquisition value between
$10,000 and $50,000 may be considered part of an administrative or maintenance
facility. If equipment is valued at $50,000 or more, or is a piece of equipment that is
movable and can be taken to a different location, it needs to be inventoried
separately. If the equipment is physically attached to the facility, even if valued over
$50,000 (e.g. a bus washer), it is considered as part of the facility and is included in
the facility condition assessment.
No agency had equipment valued at $50,000 or greater that was not considered to
be part of a facility.
Eight of the eleven agencies use non-revenue service vehicles which are used for
transportation purposes. These 43 vehicles are detailed in Table 6.
Table 6: Non-Revenue Service Vehicles by Transit Agency

DHRA

ETHRA

FTHRA

GMTS

Non-Revenue Automobile
Truck/ Other Rubber Tire
Subtotal

1
1
2

Non-Revenue Automobile
Truck/ Other Rubber Tire
Subtotal

0
3
3

Non-Revenue Automobile
Truck/ Other Rubber Tire
Subtotal

1
1
2

Non-Revenue Automobile
Truck/ Other Rubber Tire
Subtotal

3
2
5

PFMT

SETHRA

SWHRA

UCHRA

Non-Revenue Automobile
Truck/ Other Rubber Tire
Subtotal

1
6
7

Non-Revenue Automobile
Truck/ Other Rubber Tire
Subtotal

1
3
4

Non-Revenue Automobile
Truck/ Other Rubber Tire
Subtotal

1
1
2

Non-Revenue Automobile 3
Truck/ Other Rubber Tire 15
Subtotal 18

Total Non-Revenue Service Vehicles:
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Agencies are required to report the overall condition of all facilities for which they
have direct or shared capital responsibility. A single facility is defined as one
building. The TAM final rule established performance measures to be reported to
the NTD Asset Inventory Module (AIM) at 49 CFR part 625, Subpart D - Performance
Management. The TAM Facility Performance Measure Reporting Guidebook (Version
1.2 March 2018) outlines the calculation of the Facility Condition Assessment for
reporting to the NTD. Facility condition assessments must be conducted by
assessing the condition of and assigning a rating for facility assets using FTA's TERM
scale shown in Table 1. The 2017 AIM Manual identifies all facility types that will be
reported to the NTD. Each of these facility types and any other building where
transit administrative, maintenance, or operations functions are conducted should
be considered an independent facility even when it is adjacent to or on the same
property as another building.
Administrative and Maintenance Facilities
Management and supporting activities for transit operations
Facilities for customer information or ticket sales
Facilities where routine or heavy maintenance and repairs are done
Passenger and Parking Facilities
All passenger stations that are significant enclosed structures used for items such as
ticketing, information, restrooms and concessions. Bus stop shelters are not considered
to be passenger stations.
Parking facilities including park & ride lots and parking garages that are immediately
adjacent to passenger facilities.
There are a total of 65 transit facilities utilized for operations and administration of
public transit services by the participating agencies in the Group TAM Plan (see
Appendix B). Of these 65 facilities, transit agencies have direct capital responsibility
for 19 facilities (see Table 7). Only facilities where the transit provider has direct
capital responsibility need to go through a condition assessment and be included in
the TAM Plan.
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Table 7: Facilities with Participant Direct Capital Responsibility
TRANSIT
PROVIDER
ETHRA
Gatlinburg
FTHRA
FTHRA
MCHRA
NWTHRA
Pigeon Forge
Pigeon Forge
Pigeon Forge
SCTDD
SETHRA
SETHRA
SETHRA
SETHRA
SWHRA
SWHRA
UCHRA
UCHRA
UCHRA

FACILITY NAME/LOCATION
Loudon County Facility
Main Office
Main Office
TMB Garage
Dickson County Offices
Main Office
Main Office
Park and Ride
Trolley Maintenance
Main Office
Main Office
Dunlap Storage
Polk County Office
Bradley County Facility
Madison Co. Community Service Center
Main Office
Main Office
Garage
Jackson County Office

TYPE
Maintenance
Administration
Administration
Maintenance
Administration
Administration and Maintenance
Administration
Passenger and Parking
Maintenance
Administration
Administration and Maintenance
Administration
Administration
Administration and Maintenance
Administration
Administration and Maintenance
Administration
Maintenance
Administration

As required by the Final TAM Rule, TDOT is preparing to update this TAM plan in 2022. The
most significant changes will likely occur in this section regarding the conditioning of
facilities due to the increase in guidance and information available since the initial TAM rule
went into effect in October 2018.
TDOT will likely approach the task of in the following phases:
Phase 1- Identification: Compile a list of facilities and/or properties being used by participants
Phase 2 – Define Capital Responsibility: Assist participants in determining if their transportation program
has capital responsibility for facilities
Phase 3 – On-Site Conditioning: TDOT will plan an on-site conditioning for identified facilities for which
the transportation program has identified at least 50% capital responsibility.

A complete list of all facilities as well as a conditioned list of required facilities will be
included in the TAM 2022 update and reported to NTD as required.
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In addition to the State of Good Repair (SGR) Goals, TDOT established TAM support
tools to assist in evaluating progress toward these goals. These decision support
tools are based upon tangible criteria related to asset performance. These decision
support tools can help TDOT and the participating agencies determine and predict
the cost to improve asset conditions at various stages of the asset life cycle, while
balancing prioritization of capital, operating and expansion needs.

In order to report on the State of Good Repair for rolling stock and equipment to
the NTD data base, the Group TAM Plan rolling stock assets have been calculated
based solely on an asset’s relation to the Age/Useful Life Benchmark (ULB). The
ULB utilized is the ULB benchmark established by the FTA and reflected in Table 2.
In order to establish investment prioritization for both categories, TDOT has
established a decision support tool that uses a combination average of ULB,
mileage, and condition rating (i.e. “TDOT TAM Score”). TDOT has established the
following mileage and condition performance targets (See Tables 8 and 9):
Table 8: Decision Support Tool Benchmarks
Asset Class

FTA ULB

Automobile (AO)
Cutaway Bus (CU)
Minivan (MV)
Other Rubber Tire Vehicles (OR)
Van (VN)
Bus (BU)

8
10
8
14
8
14

5
4
3
2
1

USEFUL LIFE

4
5
4
7
4
7

Useful Life
up to 50% Min Useful Life
51-100%
Min Useful Life
Up to 150% Min Useful Life
150-200% Min Useful Life
Over 200% Min Useful Life

5
4
3
2
1
19

MIN. MILEAGE

100,000
150,000
100,000
200,000
100,000
200,000

Mileage
up to 50% Min Mileage
51-100%
Min Mileage
Up to 150% Min Mileage
150-200% Min Mileage
Over 200% Min Mileage

The condition assessment for rolling stock uses a rating scale to evaluate the
current maintenance record for each vehicle. Each transit provider was asked to
assess rolling stock by using the following rating scale:
Table 9: Condition Rating for Rolling Stock
5

Excellent

4

Good

3

Fair

2

Poor

1

Bad

Brand new,
No major problems exist
Only routine preventive maintenance.
Elements are in good working order
Requiring only nominal or infrequent minor repairs
(greater than 6 months between minor repairs).
Requires frequent minor repairs OR
(less than 6 months between repairs)
Infrequent major repairs
(more than 6 months between major repairs).
Requires frequent major repairs
(less than 6 months between major repairs).
In a state where continued use presents potential problems.

TDOT calculated an aggregate condition score for each asset, and asset type by
combining the three performance measure targets for each asset. The raw
condition rating score extends to a .00 decimal to serve as an additional factor in
the decision support tool to determine which assets across the state are in not in a
SGR.
In addition to the previously established decision support tools, TDOT made the
decision to introduce a Replacement Criticality Scale based on feedback from the
2019 NTD Closeout letter, NTD Roundtable peers, and internal staffing changes. A
preliminary version that defaulted to reflect assets as critical, was applied to 2020
data.
A revised method was developed by TDOT staff following the 2020 NTD report and TAM
updates being issues. The current formula for determining an asset’s criticality score is:

Usage Index X TAM Score = Replacement Criticality Index Value
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Table 10: Criticality Replacement Scale
Critical
1

Priority
2

Needed
3

Elective
4

Table 11: Usage Definitions
Daily

These vehicles are scheduled and used for daily public transit and contract trips

Weekly

These vehicles are scheduled for at least weekly use.

Monthly

Vehicles are not scheduled more than once or twice a month

Vehicle is not in continuous, regular use for providing public transit trips, but is still
Occasional/Spare in acceptable, safe working order to provide trips as a backup in case of
accident/emergency situations

Table 12: Criticality Replacement Matrix
TAM Score

5.0-3.5

3.4-2.5

2.4-1.5

1.4 – 1.0

4

3

2

1

Weekly

4

3

2

1

Monthly

4

3

2

2

Occasional/Spare

4

4

3

3

Usage
Daily

The resulting output from using this formula generates a value from 1-20, which
can be used as an additional level of support for agencies and TDOT when
determining what assets should be replaced. This only applies to revenue
vehicles only.
Listings of ranked assets using this tool can be found in Appendix C
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To determine the overall condition of a facility, the following primary and secondary
levels were inspected and given a TERM scale rating:
Substructure

Basement
Foundation
Superstructure/Structural Frame

Shell

Roof
Exterior
Shell Appurtenances
Partitions

Interiors

Stairs
Finishes
Passenger Areas
Elevators

Conveyance

Escalators
Lifts
Fixtures

Plumbing

Water Supply
Sanitary Waste
Rainwater Drainage
Energy Supply

HVAC

Heating/Cooling generation and distribution
Testing, balancing, controls, and instrumentation
Chimneys and vents

Fire
Protection

Sprinklers
Standpipes
Hydrants and other fire protection specialties
Electrical Service & Distribution

Electrical

Lighting & Branch wiring (interior/exterior)
Communications & Security
Other Electrical systems
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Equipment related to the function of the facility
Equipment

Equipment related to Fare Collection
Other major equipment related to the function of the facility
Roadways/Driveways
Parking Lots

Site

Pedestrian Areas
Site Development
Landscaping
Site Utilities

TDOT assessed each facility by its individual aspects (secondary level assessments)
and then calculated those assessments to determine the overall condition of the
asset. TDOT decided to assess all the participating agency facilities in the first year
of the TAM Plan, which means that the facilities are not required to be reassessed
until 2022, or four years after this Plan has been submitted.
As per FTA regulations, any facility conditioned with a TERM rating below a “3” is
considered to not be in a State of Good Repair.
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As stated previously, TDOT selected two methods for the condition analysis: 1)
using the FTA default ULB benchmarks and 2) using the decision support tool
metric that combines age, condition, and mileage (i.e. the “TAM Plan score”).

The 1047 rolling stock assets were compared to the default ULBs set by FTA and
reported to NTD for each asset class to determine what percentage meet a state of
good repair. As Table 13 indicates, 82.52% of the total Group TAM Plan assets are in
a state of good repair based on the ULB benchmarks alone. Table 14 breaks down
the information by asset type.
When compared to the 2020 reported targets, most asset categories met or were
within the established target zones. Despite projections made last year, the minivan
and van asset categories were still approximately 5% higher than the established
targets. It is suggested that the 2021 targets also be raised due to issues such as
vehicle chip shortages, contract/ordering issues, and changes in oversight.
Table 13: SGR for Rolling Stock Based on ULB for FTA/NTD Target
Met or
Exceeds ULB

Below ULB

Total

Number

183

864

1047

Percentage

17.48%

82.52%%

100%
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Table 14: SGR for Rolling Stock by Asset Based on ULB for FTA/NTD Target
Asset Type

Total Number

% Exceeded ULB

% Under ULB

AO

10

40.00%

60.00%

BU

71

11.27%

88.73%

CU

272

6.25%

93.75%

MV

87

32.18%

67.82%

OR

10

0.00%

100%

VN

597

21.11%

78.89%

Table 15 shows the percentage of the Group Plan vehicles in each category using
the TDOT TAM Plan combined scoring methodology (age/mileage/condition). In this
scenario, it was assumed that a rounded condition score of 3.0 and above rating is
in state of good repair. As shown, 74.21% of the vehicles are in SGR. Using the TDOT
TAM Targets, unfortunately almost all categories failed to meet the established
targets. It is suggested that the 2021 targets also be raised due to issues such as
vehicle chip shortages, contract/ordering issues, and changes in oversight.
Table 15: TDOT TAM Score for Rolling Stock
1.00-1.49

1.50-2.49

2.50-3.49

3.50-4.49

4.50-5.00

Non-SGR

SGR

AO

2

3

1

4

0

50.00%

50.00%

BU

0

8

36

11

16

11.27%

88.73%

CU

2

41

53

66

110

15.81%

84.19%

MV

5

25

28

16

13

34.48%

65.52%

OR

0

0

7

3

0

0.00%

100.00%

VN

62

122

146

170

97

30.82%

69.18%

%

25.79%

74.21%
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See Appendix B for the full list of Conditioned Assets by FTA ULB criteria

See Appendix C for the full list of the ranked Group TAM Plan assets, including all
known named replacements by grant.

See Appendix D for individual plan participant ranked assets, agency specific
planning data, and statewide planning tools
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The non-revenue service vehicles were compared to the ULB performance targets
set by FTA for each asset class to determine what percentage has exceeded the
ULBs. As Table 16 indicates, 74.42% of the total Group Plan non-revenue service
vehicle assets are in a state of good repair based on the ULB benchmarks.
As Table 17 indicates, most of the non-revenue assets are still in a state of good
repair, but the asset data analyzed for 2021 suggests a modification in the targets
as non-revenue automobiles exceeded the established target by almost 10% and
non-revenue trucks barely met the target. It is suggested due to issues such as
vehicle chip shortages, contract issues, and changes in oversight/procedures that
these targets be increased temporarily.
Table 16: SGR Non-Revenue Service Vehicles based on ULB for FTA/NTD Target
Met or
Exceeds ULB

Below ULB

Total

Number

11

32

43

Percentage

25.58 %

74.42%

100 %

Table 17: SGR Non-Revenue Service Vehicles by Class for FTA/NTD Target
Total
Number

% Exceeded ULB

% Under ULB

Non-Revenue/Service Automobile

11

18.75%

81.25%

Truck/Other Rubber Tire

32

29.63%

70.37%

Asset Type
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Table 16 shows the percentage of the Group Plan non-revenue vehicles in each
category using the TDOT TAM Plan combined scoring methodology
(age/mileage/condition). As shown, 83.72% of the vehicles are in SGR, and it is again
suggested due to issues such as vehicle chip shortages, contract issues, and
changes in oversight/procedures that these targets be increased temporarily.

Table 18: TDOT TAM SCORE for Non-Revenue Service Vehicles

1.00 -1.49

1.50-2.49

2.50-3.49

3.50-4.49

4.50-5.00

Non-SGR

SGR

Non-Revenue/
Service Automobile

0

3

3

5

5

18.75%

81.25%

Truck/
Other Rubber Tire

0

4

13

5

5

14.81%

85.19%

%

16.28%

83.72%
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The overall ratings for each facility can be found in the Table 17 (all raw
scores were rounded up for ratings that are consistent with NTD reporting
fields).
Table 19: Facility TERM Ratings
Transit
Provider
ETHRA
GMTS
FTHRA
FTHRA
MCHRA
NWTHRA
PFFTT
PFFTT
PFFTT
SCTDD
SETHRA
SETHRA
SETHRA
SETHRA
SWHRA
SWHRA
UCHRA
UCHRA
UCHRA

Facility Name/Location
Loudon Co. Facility
Main Office
Main Office
TMB Garage
Dickson Office
Main Office
Main Office
Park and Ride
Trolley Maintenance
Main Office
Main Office
Dunlap Storage
Polk Co. Office
Bradley Co. Facility
Madison Co. Service Center
Main Office
Main Office
Garage
Jackson Co. Office
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Type

Rating

Maintenance
Administrative
Administrative
Maintenance
Administration
Admin/Maintenance
Administrative
Passenger Parking
Maintenance
Administrative
Administrative
Administrative
Administrative
Admin/Maintenance
Administrative
Admin/Maintenance
Administrative
Maintenance
Administrative

4
4
3
3
4
3
4
3
3
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
4

There are various funding sources that are resources for the replacement of rolling
stock, equipment and facilities. These funding sources and the estimated annual
amounts for FYs 2022, and 2023 are shown in Table18. Transit service providers
need to either fill out grant applications and compete for funding resources for
vehicle replacement or receive a set formula-based allocation.
Table 20: Current Projected Federal Program Funding per 2022-2023 STIP
5303
5304
5309
5310
5311
5311(f)
5311 RTAP
5311 App
5316
5317
5329
5339
5339(b)

2022

2023

$
$
473,800.00
$
$ 5,004,000.00
$ 45,488,000.00
$ 8,028,000.00
$
432,000.00
$ 2,799,000.00
$
$
$
497,000.00
$ 5,066,000.00
$
$ 67,787,800.00

$
$
485,000.00
$
$ 5,305,000.00
$ 49,128,000.00
$ 8,671,000.00
$
467,000.00
$ 3,023,000.00
$
$
$
537,000.00
$ 5,319,000.00
$
$ 72,935,000.00

Table 21: Current State and Federal Grant Funding Sources not in STIP
Project
Year
2022
2023

Project Name
Tennessee IMPROVE Funds
Tennessee IMPROVE Funds

Estimated Funds Available
$21,000,000.00
$21,000,000.00
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As this TAM plan is a living document, there are times that TDOT must make periodic
changes to how the information is presented. One such example is to how in this section
regarding Tables 20 and 21, which show current projected funding levels. As the
multimodal division does not have control or the ability to adjust or predict the information
beyond the currently available and approved STIP, we are likely going to adjust how this
information is presented in the future.
For this section, we will likely adjust to reflect a more simplified view of both the funding
sources and the amounts projected for each year. In addition, we will also be adding a
generalized timeline to the life cycle from fund availability to award and execution.
Table 22 shows the approximate period that each grant program will be awarded,
depending on availability of staff, federal and/or state allocations, and agency
responsiveness.

Table 22: General Grant Schedule
Program
5310
5311
5339
5339b (Discretionary)
IMPV
Other Programs

Award Season
Spring/Summer
Spring
Fall/Winter
As Awarded/Needed
Fall/Winter
As Awarded/Needed
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As part of TDOT’s efforts to help participating agencies get the most benefit out of this
group sponsored TAM plan, participants have been asked starting in next year’s master
TAM Plan update to forecast their capital asset purchases for the next horizon period
(2022-2026). To work out some of the details, there was a voluntary submission for this
year’s 2021 updates. The following was the result of this voluntary submission:

Table 23: Projected Capital Spending FY 2022-2026
FY22
$ 1,517,512.00
$
829,162.00
$
154,640.00
$
458,942.00
$
492,256.00
$ 1,175,276.00
$
36,220.00
$ 2,025,102.00
$
543,330.00
$
181,110.00
$
957,640.00

ETHRA
FTHRA
GMTS
PFMT
SETHRA
UCHRA
MCHRA
SCTDD
DHRA
NWTHRA
SWHRA

FY23
$ 1,255,872.00
$
776,834.00
$
580,903.00
$
953,884.00
$
646,418.00
$
354,200.00
$
434,664.00
$ 1,941,738.00
$
362,220.00
$
688,218.00
$
627,936.00

FY24
$ 1,396,750.00
$
668,168.00
$
740,526.00
$ 2,300,000.00
$
511,484.00
$
362,220.00
$
724,440.00
$ 1,346,080.00
$
181,110.00
$
615,774.00
$
680,264.00

FY25
$ 1,038,474.00
$
929,808.00
$
614,870.00
$ 1,840,000.00
$
523,280.00
$
321,988.00
$
253,554.00
$ 2,070,520.00
$
181,110.00
$
651,996.00
$
627,936.00

FY26 *
$ 1,203,544.00
$
688,284.00
$
755,850.00
$
930,000.00
$
630,312.00
$
398,442.00
$
362,219.00
$ 1,291,962.00
$
362,220.00
$
579,552.00
$
627,936.00

*MCHRA FY26 data based on average of prior years
$12,000,000.00
$9,526,816.00

$10,000,000.00
$8,371,190.00

$8,622,887.00

FY22

FY23

$9,053,536.00
$7,830,321.00

$8,000,000.00

$6,000,000.00

$4,000,000.00

$2,000,000.00

$FY24

FY25

DHRA

ETHRA

FTHRA

GMTS

MCHRA

NWTHRA

PFMT

SCTDD

SETHRA

SWHRA

UCHRA

TOTAL
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FY26

TDOT will perform an investment prioritization analysis on an annual basis in order
to determine what capital investments are needed to maintain a SGR and meet
their performance targets. The Group TAM Plan investment prioritization policy is
to replace rolling stock and non-revenue service vehicles starting with the worst
ranked vehicles using the TDOT “TAM Plan Score” and Replacement Criticality Scale
and continuing until the funding has been expended. In terms of multiple assets
having the same TAM score and/or Replacement Index values, the following
hierarchy will be used to break the tie:

• Low to High

TDOT TAM Score
Criticality Replacement
Index

• High to Low

Age

• Low to High

Condition
Miles

• Low to High

• High to Low
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The bottom 10% of this year’s asset inventory were pulled for an analysis to help determine
what agencies and/or types of vehicles should likely be prioritized during the upcoming
funding cycles. A high-level summary of the data follows:
105 vehicles
o Automobiles
o Cutaway Buses
o Minivans
o Vans

3
7
9
86

Agencies represented
o Delta HRA
o East TN HRA
o First TN HRA
o South Central TN Development District
o Southeast TN HRA
o Southwest HRA
o Upper Cumberland HRA
Name Replacements: 49
o TN2018042 (5310) o TN2018044 (5339b) –
o TN2019011 (5339) o TN2021011 (5339b) Average TAM Score:
Usage
o
o
o
o

1
3
5
40

1.35

Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Occasional/Spare

33
22
5
45

Region Breakdown
o Region 1 – Knoxville:
o Region 2 – Chattanooga:
o Region 3 – Nashville:
o Region 4 – Jackson:

5
23
38
39

A complete ranked list can be found in Appendix C.
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As part of the TAM Plan requirements, TDOT will report on an annual basis, starting
in FY 2019, a data report and a narrative report to the FTA’s National Transit
Database (NTD) which contains the following information:
Inventory of assets
SGR performance targets for the next fiscal year
Condition inspection assessments and performance measures of capital
assets
A narrative that provides a description of any change in the condition of the
transit providers’ transit systems or operations from the previous year, and
describes the progress made during the reporting year to meet the
performance targets set in the previous reporting year.
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Tennessee Department of Transportation, NTD ID 4R08
Division of Multimodal Transportation Resources
505 Deaderick Street, Suite 1200
Nashville, Tennessee 37243
Prepared by Christopher Broach on October 20, 2021 for reporting year 2021.

The Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT) opted to sponsor a Group Transit
Asset Management (TAM) Plan for Tier II subrecipient agencies that receive Section 5311
Rural Area Formula Program funding. This group plan has 10 automobiles, 71 buses,
272 cutaways, 87 minivans, 597 vans, and 10 other rubber tired assets.

No more than the following percentage of each asset class will have met or exceeded the Useful
Life Benchmarks set by TDOT:

Automobiles (AO)
Buses (BU)
Cutaway Bus (CU)
Minivans (MV)
Other (OR)
Vans (VN)

NTD Target
50%
15%
10%
30%
0%
25%

Multimodal Transportation• 505 Deaderick St • Suite 1200• Nashville, TN, 38243
Tel: 615-253-3052 • tn.gov/tdot

TAM Target
50%
15%
20%
35%
0%
35%

The targets for the 2021 report year were set through a combination or feedback from the 2019
NTD Report Closeout letter, analysis of TDOT’s 2021 report year data, and projections of the
impact of COVID-19 on the transportation industry.
Based on the 2019 NTD Closeout letter and continued challenges to the transportation industry
due the COVID-19 pandemic, TDOT made the decision to continue having two sets of targets,
one for submission to NTD that only considers the age of the assets, and a second TDOT TAM
Score set of targets that utilize the full TDOT TAM scoring formula of an asset’s age, condition,
and mileage. The adoption of these two sets of targets also allows TDOT to better see the
variance between the SGR percentages calculated by the NTD and our TAM plan. Based on
analysis of the 2021 data, these two sets of targets continue to be on a similar trend, but at this
time, TDOT does not believe that it will be possible to return to a single set of targets the two
sets measure assets on different levels of depth.

TDOT has been fortunate over the last few years to be awarded multiple statewide 5339b
discretionary awards to assist our participating agencies replace vehicles that are no longer in a
state of good repair. In addition, the process of collecting and analyzing the data necessary to
keep the TAM plan current, allows TDOT to better understand which agencies have a true need
to replace assets, and which ones just desire to update some older vehicles. We feel that also
adding a second set of targets that utilizes the TDOT TAM formula and not just the NTD ULB
criteria allows for a better and more efficient analysis for the agencies.

The largest challenge for TDOT and the group plan participants to meet the established targets
is finding the required local matching funds to federal and/or state awards. Despite multiple
leadership changes, both at TDOT and participating agencies, TDOT has been pleased with the
progress made toward meeting the established goals.
The COVID-19 pandemic has caused some unforeseen issues including vehicle chip shortages,
vendor contract negotiations, and staffing changes. The combination of these issues has caused
and is predicted to continue having a negative effect on meeting our established targets as
agencies are unable to obtain and put new rolling stock into active revenue service.

Multimodal Transportation• 505 Deaderick St • Suite 1200• Nashville, TN, 38243
Tel: 615-253-3052 • tn.gov/tdot

The group plan includes non-revenue vehicle assets for 8 of the 11 participating agencies. There
are a total of 11 non-revenue automobiles and 32 truck/other rubber tire service vehicles.

No more than the following percentage of each asset class will have met or exceeded the Useful
Life Benchmarks set by TDOT:
NTD Target
TAM Target
Non-Revenue Automobiles (NRV-Auto)
Non-Revenue Trucks/Other (NRV-Truck)

25%
30%

25%
25%

The targets for the 2021 report year were set through a combination or feedback from the 2019
NTD Report Closeout letter, analysis of TDOT’s 2021 report year data, and projections of the
impact of COVID-19 on the transportation industry.
Based on the 2019 NTD Closeout letter and continued challenges to the transportation industry
due the COVID-19 pandemic, TDOT made the decision to continue having two sets of targets,
one for submission to NTD that only considers the age of the assets, and a second TDOT TAM
Score set of targets that utilize the full TDOT TAM scoring formula of an asset’s age, condition,
and mileage. The adoption of these two sets of targets also allows TDOT to better see the
variance between the SGR percentages calculated by the NTD and our TAM plan. Based on
analysis of the 2021 data, these two sets of targets continue to be on a similar trend, but at this
time, TDOT does not believe that it will be possible to return to a single set of targets the two
sets measure assets on different levels of depth.
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At this time, TDOT hasn’t made many significant changes to meet the non-revenue vehicle
targets, but agencies are beginning to utilize the data provided with the TAM plan and make
more informed decisions about the assets they have. While in previous years, we have seen
positive progress of replacing non-revenue vehicles decrease the SGR backlog by amongst 50%,
this year’s data has not been as positive, likely due to factors related to COVID-19 such as vehicle
chip shortages, vendor contract negotiations, and staffing changes
TDOT’s analysis of the participants’ equipment inventories showed that relying solely on the
FTA-established default ULBs would result in 25.58% of the equipment not in a state of good
repair. By applying the TDOT TAM Score decision support tool to consider additional factors,
results in 16.28% of the equipment assets being out of a state of good repair, a difference of just
over 9%. While progress has been made to meet and improve the non-revenue vehicles
conditions, there is still a limited amount of funding opportunities currently available to the
participating agencies to address this specific area.
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TDOT identified approximately 65 facilities being used by participating agencies for
transportation services. Of these 65 facilities, only 19 were required to be conditioned based on
capital responsibility

Less than 25% Administrative/Maintenance Facilities will be below a 3
Less than 25% Passenger/Parking Facilities will be below a 3

TDOT collaborated with agencies participating in the group plan on the best methods to
determine performance targets. Based on those discussions, it was determined that until
baseline data had been collected to give an overall view of the status of the combined
inventories, the FTA defaults would serve as the best starting point.

During the last year, there has been no change or progress toward these targets as the number
of facilities requiring conditioning has not changed. As agencies use more non-traditional and
state funding opportunities to improve or build facilities, there may begin to be an increase in
the number of facilities requiring conditioning, but TDOT does not anticipate a large number of
these to fall below a TERM rating of 3.

The largest challenges identified by TDOT in making progress toward the established facility
goals is defining and explaining capital responsibility. This is due in part to the fact that most
agencies lease buildings or properties in multiple counties rather than owning them. TDOT is
reviewing lease agreements and discussing with the agencies what they are responsible for to
help decide if they do have capital responsibility for their lease facilities.
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As of the 2020 report year, TDOT had not identified any extenuating circumstances outside the
“normal” operating conditions of the COVID-19 pandemic environment that would impact
oversight of the participating agencies asset management. When the pandemic lockdowns
became effective in March 2020, vehicle orders and manufacturing slowed, but at that time
TDOT and the agencies participating in the plan did not have many assets in production,
fortunately only causing a few minor delays.
Since the time that that report was submitted, TDOT has identified additional factors that had
longer lasting effects on participating agency vehicle purchasing including, high levels of vehicle
chip shortages, statewide bus and/or van contract issues related to vehicle availability and
vendor status, and oversight and staff changes for both TDOT and participating agencies.

In order to report on the State of Good Repair for rolling stock and equipment to the
NTD, Group TAM Plan assets have been conditioned based solely on the asset’s relation
to the Age/Useful Life Benchmark (ULB).
Investment prioritization, however, will be guided by an established decision support
tools that uses an average of scores for an asset’s ULB, mileage, and maintenance
condition, and average usage for revenue service. These tools, referred to in the TAM
Plan as the TDOT TAM Score and Criticality Replacement Index, allow agencies to
account for multiple factors that contribute to the overall condition of an asset, and
prioritize funding based on those combined factors.
During the last year TDOT has seen a decrease in the number of vehicles able to be
delivered within specified contractual timeframes that corresponds with the increase in
the amount of time it is taking vendors to get vehicle chassis and modify them. This has
affected the ability of participating agencies to replace their aging vehicles as they are
not able to reduce the number of active vehicles in service.
Attached: TAM Target Update Report to Agencies and Stakeholders
Multimodal Transportation• 505 Deaderick St • Suite 1200• Nashville, TN, 38243
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2021 TAM Update Report

CHRISTOPHER BROACH

TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION MULTIMODAL DIVISION |

Planned updates for TAM 2021:
Based on internal discussion and feedback, TDOT plans to make the following adjustments to the
information presented last year:

Revised Criticality Index
Critical
1

Priority
2

Needed
3

Elective
4

When agencies submit conditioned inventory this year, they will select how often the vehicle in used
based on the following definitions. The information should automatically calculate the index value for
that vehicle, based on this matrix. This applies to revenue vehicles only.

TAM Score
Usage
Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Occasional/Spare

5.0-3.5

3.4-2.5

2.4-1.5

1.4 – 1.0

4
4
4
4

3
3
3
4

2
2
2
3

1
1
2
3

Crit Index values = TDOT TAM Score X Index Value

Usage Definitions
Daily

These vehicles are scheduled and used for daily public transit and contract trips

Weekly

These vehicles are scheduled for at least weekly use.

Monthly

Vehicles are not scheduled more than once or twice a month

Vehicle is not in continuous, regular use for providing public transit trips, but is still
Occasional/Spare in acceptable, safe working order to provide trips as a backup in case of
accident/emergency situations

Investment Prioritization/Decision Support
This seems like an area of weakness in our TAM plan we mainly have posted a copy of the funding table
from the STIP of the estimated funds we will receive for the next four years. We also have language that
we will use the TAM plan as one of the primary tools in non-application based and supporting resource
in application grant programs. This has been a bit derailed by the multiple grant/earmarks that TPTA has
been pursuing directly with agencies and then looping us in. (two current 5339b awards, and one
potentially in the works). While we do the submission on behalf of TPTA, the participating agencies in
the plan are not using their information efficiently to make decisions. Below are some thought for
improving this:



Are there methods we can use to help agencies prioritize application/funding opportunities to
better use their TAM information?
Can we utilize existing budget worksheets for 5311 programs to help forecast impact on that
year’s SGR?

Improvements and modifications for how TDOT and the participating agencies approach our TAM
Investment Prioritization and Decision Support tools is still ongoing and will likely be a continual process
that is gradually modified at a minimum on an annual basis. Improvements in development right now
that will be part of the final 2021 updates published in late fall 2021 include:








Integration of the Criticality Replacement Scale/Index
Adding a general schedule of what grant opportunities are available each quarter through TDOT
Increasing the use of TAM data as a supporting fact in completive grant processes
Gaining more transparent look at the assets and fleets of urban agencies in the state to help
better inform TDOT
Capital Asset forecasting for next horizon period (2022-2026)
Added a summary analysis of bottom 10% of vehicles statewide
Added asset analysis for TDOT regions in addition to modifying the statewide data

Target Setting
Preliminary Analysis of the submitted 2021 TAM Data, from 10 of the participating agencies, yielded the
following draft performance data and draft sets of targets:

AO
BU
CU
MV
OR
VN

Target
50%
15%
10%
25%
0%
15%

FTA/NTD ULB
Actual
Difference
41.67%
8%
12.33%
3%
19.61%
-10%
22.08%
3%
0.00%
0%
18.69%
-4%

NRV-Auto

10%

14%

-4%

NRV-Truck

30%

29%

1%

DRAFT
Target
50%
15%
10%
25%
0%
20%
25%
30%

Target
50%
10%
15%
30%
0%
30%

TDOT TAM Score
Actual
Difference
50.00%
0%
12.33%
-2%
11.37%
4%
27.27%
3%
0.00%
0%
28.40%
2%

10%

0.00%

10%

25%

12.50%

13%

Draft
Target
50%
15%
15%
30%
0%
30%
25%
25%

After all the agency inventories were collected and analyzed, the data reflected the following
causing the targets to be adjusted to their final values:

AO
BU
CU
MV
OR
VN

Target
50%
15%
10%
25%
0%
15%

FTA/NTD ULB
Actual
Difference
40.00%
10%
11.27%
4%
6.25%
4%
32.18%
-7%
0.00%
0%
21.11%
-6%

NRV-Auto

10%

19%

-9%

NRV-Truck

30%

30%

0%

FINAL
TDOT TAM Score
Targets Target Actual
Difference
50 %
50%
50.00%
0%
15%
10%
11.27%
-1%
10%
15%
15.81%
-1%
30%
30%
34.48%
-4%
0%
0%
0.00%
0%
25%
30%
30.82%
-1%
25%
30%

10%

19.00%

-9%

25%

15.00%

10%

FINAL
Targets
50%
15%
20%
35%
0%
35%
25%
25%

Duplications
Removal of “TAM Score Priority” field with implementation of Crit Replace Index information. TAM
Score will still be a sorting factor, but will likely be 2 nd or 3rd factor considered

Ranking/Sort Modifications:
Internal contributors were polled on a few minor modifications to the language and structure of the
TAM Plan, with the most significant query being where should the Criticality Replacement Index fall in
the data sorting hierarchy. With the inclusion of this new index value, the master copy of the TAM data
falls in the following sort order:
CRI (Low to High)
TAM Score (Low to High)
Diff in Years (High to Low)
Condition (Low to High)
Mileage (High to Low)
What is most beneficial to the agencies?
This sorting method allows for various levels of decision making and greatly reduces the likelihood of
multiple assets having exactly all the same replacement criteria. These increased levels of decision
making, while useful to TDOT, should primarily be used by the individual participating agencies to
influence and assist in their decision-making processes, particularly regarding the replacement of
vehicles.

TDOT will set SGR performance targets for each applicable asset class on an annual
basis for each fiscal year. These performance targets will be set and communicated
by January 1st of each year. SGR performance targets are based on realistic
expectations derived from the most recent available data (ULB/condition/mileage),
FTA performance measure criteria, and the financial resources from Section 5339
and 5310 funds that TDOT estimates will be available during the TAM Plan horizon
period for capital planning purposes. The Accountable Executive for each transit
agency will provide input on setting annual performance targets prior to
submission to FTA/NTD.
The TAM Plan will be reviewed on an annual basis. The document covers a horizon
period that begins with the completion of the initial TAM Plan on October 1, 2018,
and concludes four years later on September 30, 2022.

Table 24: TAM Plan Update Record
DATE OF UPDATES

PURPOSE

October 1, 2019

2019 Updates

October 23, 2020

2020 Updates

October 26, 2021

2021 Updates

DETAILS
All data, tables, goals, and
references updated to reflect
planning and current inventory
information; Approximate +/- 20
vehicles from NTD fleet totals and
active fleets due to vehicle
deliveries/disposals between June
30 and Oct 1.
Definitions updated, inventory
data updated; Tables updated,
Replacement Criticality
information added. Description of
TDOT’s adoption of separate NTD
and TAM targets defined
Definitions updated, inventory
data updated; tables updated,
Replacement Index revised; Data
analysis added; revised
prioritization method mentioned
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ACCOUNTABLE
EXECUTIVE

Christopher Broach, TDOT

Christopher Broach, TDOT

Christopher Broach, TDOT
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